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Belgium MLM Center, PCF (mlm): Gonzalo, the great 
commentator of Maoism 
 

“The central task and the supreme form of revolution is the conquest of power 
through armed struggle, it is to solve the problem through war. This revolutionary 
principle of Marxism-Leninism is valid everywhere, in China as in other countries. » 
Mao Zedong, Problems of War and Strategy 

“We are the triggers, this we have to engrave it deep in our soul. This meeting is 
historic. Comrades, we are the triggers, it is in this capacity that we will pass in the 
history that the Party is writing in pages that no one will be able to destroy... 

We are the triggers. This First Military School of the Party, we have called it a closure 
and an opening, it closes and it opens. It closes times of peace, it opens times of 
war. 

Comrades, our work has been completed with unarmed hands, today our armed 
word opens up: to raise up the masses, to raise up the peasants under the 
unbreakable banners of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong thought. 

A period has ended, the preparations for the new have been completed. We put our 
seal on what has been done so far, we inaugurate the future, the key is actions, the 
goal is power. 

We will do this ourselves, history demands it, the class demands it, the people 
foresee it and desire it; we have to do it and we will do it, we are the triggers. " 
Gonzalo, We are the Triggers - inicio de la lucha armada 1980] 

Gonzalo passed away on September 11, 2021 and here we want to briefly say what 
he meant to us in Belgium and France, and for that matter what he still means. It is not 
a question of making a formal presentation, of formulating this or that ideological point, 
but of going directly to the point and here there is something ultimately very simple: 
Gonzalo is the armed struggle for the communism. 
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The formula is blunt, yet it has quite a historical meaning. What we mean by that is 
that either we accept the institutions of a capitalist country, or we refuse them ... If we 
refuse them, then we want to make a revolution, we want to set up a new regime. And 
Gonzalo was the symbol of this affirmation of the revolution, in a particularly difficult 
international context. 

Gonzalo is the symbol of intransigence, perseverance, affirmation of the red line in the 
1980s, as the American and Soviet superpowers go to war for the repartition of the 
world, that China has become revisionist, that in Western Europe the avant-gardes 
have a limited dimension. 

As the international communist movement collapsed or at least experienced a deep 
crisis, the People's War in Peru started in 1980 illuminated the world. 

Let us underline here the Belgian and French specificities. With the economic 
successes of capitalism in the period 1945-1975 and the establishment of 24/7 
capitalist consumption, the revolutionary hypothesis had taken a terrible blow. 

The mass workers' movement had become revisionist and supported and even 
participated in institutions. Such a tendency to capitulation also existed throughout 
Western Europe, when the broad masses largely moved away from any revolutionary 
consideration, in favour of a withdrawal into a personal life with a certain comfort, a 
taste, pronounced for small property, with an acceptance and satisfaction of what was 
proposed by capitalism. 

The revolutionaries no longer formed in Belgium and France, and elsewhere in all of 
Western Europe, only small more or less isolated nuclei, with more or less theoretical, 
ideological and practical heritage. This gave an experimental dimension to what was 
set up, it lacked a whole ideological dimension to obtain a certain historical scale. 

There were references, but it was drawn in this or that aspect considered useful. It 
lacked a framework, an ability to orient oneself at all levels. In other words, both the 
Red Brigades and the Red Army Faction, the Proletarian Left and the Communist 
Combatant Cells claimed to be Mao Zedong, but never succeeded in mastering 
Maoism as such. 

This is all the more true since the People's Republic of China had indeed formed an 
essential point of reference, in particular with the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, 
but the defeat of 1976 was all the more a very severe blow. 

What is said here for Western Europe is also valid for the rest of the world. Whether 
in India, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Iran… each time there has been an 
insurmountable limit, a historical barrier. 

This is where Gonzalo makes sense. 

Already because the People's War in Peru, which obtained great success throughout 
the 1980s, then appeared as proof that the revolutionary option had a meaning, that it 
was possible to assume the line of revolutionary violence, without getting bogged 
down, failing, isolating yourself. 



The French newspaper "L'Internationale", an offshoot of the communist combatant 
organization Action Direct, had moreover carried out an in-depth report on the people's 
war in Peru as early as 1982. In Belgium, the Communist Combatant Cells similarly 
subsequently, highlighted the interest of what was happening in Peru. 

The People's War in Peru had a worldwide echo, irrigating the revolutionary forces 
with its offensive exemplary nature. 

Secondly, because the Communist Party of Peru has indicated how to achieve 
progress while fully grasping Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, which is an ideology whose 
aspects are systematic. 

Gonzalo played a leading ideological role by being the great commentator on 
Maoism. He formulated the general principles of Maoism, he indicated how to proceed 
to grasp them. 

We would also like to stress here the historical importance of the Peru Popular 
Movement, which the Communist Party of Peru had generated as an organization for 
work abroad. This allowed the dissemination of many Peruvian documents, rich 
experiences ... in several European countries, including Belgium and France. 

So the People's War in Peru led by the Communist Party of Peru was not just a torch 
in a moment of darkness for communists around the world and particularly in Western 
Europe. 

There is another aspect, inseparable: Gonzalo is also the great commentator of the 
third stage of our Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideology. 

This is what matters to us and this is what makes the MLM Center in Belgium and the 
PCF (mlm) in France exist. 

Long live Marx, Engels, Lenin, Stalin, Mao Zedong! 

Long live Marxism-Leninism-Maoism! 

Honor to Gonzalo, the great commentator of Maoism! 

People's War for Communism! 

Marxist-Leninist-Maoist Center of Belgium 
Communist Party of France (Marxist-Leninist-Maoist) 
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